HISTORY OF THE NAWWAI3S OF THE CARNAT1C
Owing to the storm and the agitation of the sea there
appeared such a commotion in the waters that some of the boats
conveying male and female servants and attendants of the
Nawwab could not reach the ship on account of the unfavour-
able wind. When day dawned these boats touched the same
coast; they disembarked and under the supervision of the
guards of the fort they entered it. Next day men and \vomcn
came out of the fort, scattered themselves disguised as
faqlrs bound for Natlharnagar, and reached the French camp
where they were preserved from cruel mischief by the blessings
of the dress of faqlrs. They rested in the French camp
for three days and on the fourth day they started towards VcIIore
and Arcot. After covering a long distance, they reached Vellorc.
Gluilani Murtasja Kb an, the qiladdr of that place, learnt their
condition, fed them for three days, supplied them with clothes,
and fulfilled the duties of a host. Then he dispatched them to
Nattliarnagar with travelling provisions and equipage.
IJaxrat-i-A'lo. waited the whole night for the boats which
conveyed his attendants and servants and at the coming of the
light of morn, he put the boat of reliance on the mercy of the
Lord, the Creator of the Universe, with a view to repel the
disturbance that prevailed on land, and set sail in spite of the
raging of the sea, and the dashing of the waves. During
that stormy night a daughter was born to him. After three
days, French ships bound for ChennapaUan came in view at
a distance and caused great anxiety. IJazrat-i-A'ia addressed
his servants who were not more than three or four, i.e.,
Mulla Fasihu'd-DIn Khan the teacher, Muhammad 'Inayatu'llah
his fOvSter brother, MuhiyyuVL-DTn All Khan the tutor to his
sons, and a fourth man, also of the same profession, as follows:
"From the signals of flags, the French ships appear to be
warships. Our ship is only a trading vessel and unfit for pur-
poses of war, and without doubt it will be captured. Our
honour demands that we should not become captives of the
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